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hearing as to any prior bad acts before it coming in, 

a 31 -- what is it, a 3B hearing before any bad acts are 

introduced or before any of the witnesses are put up, 

we're entitled to a hearing to see if there's an indicia 

for reliability and to see if it's appropriate to come 

into this case before we start openings and before we 

start putting evidence before this jury. So that was my 

only other concern as well as some hearsay issues on 

necessity. That's what I was talking about when I made 

my announcement as far as pretrial concerns. 

MS. COLSTON: May I? 

THE COURT: All right. 

MS. COLSTON: Your Honor, I just want to make sure 

that everyone is clear and the record is clear that 

we're talking about similar transactions and not prior 

difficulties with the victim because that's not even 

subject to a notice requirement but I never know what 

the Supreme Court is going to do, so I always notice it 

anyway but it's not subject to a hearing. It's just the 

similar transaction evidence that is outlined in my 

notice that I think we will have to have a hearing on 

and I do not anticipate calling witnesses in that 

hearing. I'd like to just be able to state to the Court 

what their testimony is expected to be so that the Court 

can determine whether or not that would be probative of 
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identity and modis operandi. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Of course, our position is, Judge, 

stating in her place what that evidence is won't do it. 

We're entitled to a hearing to cross-examine witnesses. 

THE COURT: No, you're not. 

MR. ABERNATHY: That's the issue. 

THE COURT: You're not entitled to a full-blown 

hearing. In fact, the Supreme Court has been very 

clear. I can hear statements in counsel's place, 

including yours, as to what evidence would be produced 

with respect to those incidents in order to determine 

whether or not they fit the standard of similar 

transactions. 

So let's go ahead and pick a jury and then 

before --

MR. O'DELL: Your Honor, may I also for the record 

note that the other taped interview we were looking for 

is the taped interview with Josh Flemister. He had 

did an initial interview with Sgt. Sutton that was taped 

where he denied any knowledge of anything and we do not 

have that. That was one we requested and as to his 

commenting on the situation where this tape with Adam 

Elrod -- this meeting with Adam Elrod on March 13th in 

the summary provided to us by the officers summarizing 

the entire case, on it itself it refers to a taped 
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interview for further details and that's why we 

anticipated there was a taped interview there becaµse in 

their own summary it refers to see taped statement for 

details. 

MS. COLSTON: May I look at that? 

MR. O'DELL: Sure. This is all Adam Elrod's stuff. 

MS. COLSTON: It does not say that. 

MR. O'DELL: It says it right there. 

MS. COLSTON: It says, see taped statement for 

details and there was a taped statement which has been 

provided but it wasn't taped on March 13th. There's two 

statements of Josh Flemister. One of them was the one 

where -- the first one where he said a bunch of things 

about Joey, about what Joey had said to him, dah, dah, 

dah; the second one where he said he was with Joey. 

Both of those statements have been provided in 

discovery. On March 13th when the officer talked to 

these people -- he did the taped interviews later. 

MR. O'DELL: Your Honor, we specifically know that 

the early interview with Mark Flemister was, in fact, 

taped. 

MS. COLSTON: And you have two taped statements 

from him; correct? 

MR. O'DELL: No, not his earliest statement; no, we 

don't. 
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MR. ABERNATHY: Yes, we have two. 

MS. COLSTON: Do you have two taped statements from 

him? 

THE COURT: The defendant is thinking you're 

claiming there were three taped statements as opposed 

the State says two and I hear Mr. Abernathy saying you 

have two taped statements. 

MR. O'DELL: That's correct. 

THE COURT: Are you saying that you think that 

there's a third taped statement? 

MR. O'DELL: Yes, sir, his very first discussion 

was a taped statement. 

THE COURT: The State says no and that they don't 

have it. That was the district attorney's statement in 

her place. 

MS. COLSTON: One in Rome and one in Virginia. 

THE COURT: Come up, counsel. Let me talk to 

18 y'all. 

19 [Colloquy between Court and counsel outside the hearing of 

20 all others.] 

21 THE COURT: Counsel, let me just tell you that the 

22 chance of taking any pleas today has just vanished this 

23 morning. 

24 [Off record discussion with counsel in other cases about 

25 plans for the week.] 
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1 THE COURT: All right. This case will be in recess 

2 until one-(ifteen. 

3 [End of morning session] 

4 ****************** 

5 [Afternoon session - 1:15 p.m.] 

6 [Vair Dire.] 

7 THE COURT: All right. Ladies and Gentlemen, 

8 y'all, the fourteen of you have been selected as the 

9 jurors in the case of The State against Joseph Samuel 

10 Watkins. If you will please follow the bailiff into the 

11 jury room for just a moment, please, the fourteen of 

12 you. 

13 [The jurors leave the courtroom.] 

14 [Court gives instructions to remaining jurors.] 

15 THE COURT: Based upon our conversation, counsel, 

16 about the Rule 31 hearing 

17 MR. ABERNATHY: Yes, Your Honor. 

18 THE COURT: and the time right now -- it doesn't 

19 appear to me that we're going to get to any witnesses 

20 today if it's you're intention to call witnesses in the 

21 hearing. What do you say to that? 

22 MR. ABERNATHY: Judge, we were going to -- I think 

23 the Court, if I understood the Court in that last 

24 instruction, you were going to sort of tell us which 

25 ones you thought were 
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THE COURT: After I hear from the State. 

to hear from the State first. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Okay. 

I've got 

THE COURT: Because I can't make any determination 

whether they'd even preliminarily carried their burden. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Right. And it was my understanding 

after you made that determination if we wanted to have 

evidence on any of the others, we would narrow it down 

some. 

THE COURT: I will allow you the same curtesy and 

that is you could state in your place what you believe 

the witnesses will testify to. Now if you're -- if the 

State comes up and says witness A is going to say one, 

two, three and you stand up and say, oh, no; we have a 

statement from witness A and witness A is going to say, 

x, y, z, diametrically opposed, then I've got a problem 

and then I -- I don't know. You know, as I told you, 

once I convene this hearing the State has apparently 

indicated and I don't want to jump the gun, that the 

district attorney intends to state in her place what she 

would intend this similar transaction evidence to be. 

You have the same option but the hearing is then 

commenced and if you call a witness, then you're 

entitled to call a witness. I'll listen to it either 

way and give you the same -- you know, if she says, 
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1 witness A is going to say something and you say, well, 

2 witness B is going to contradict that, you kno~, that's 

3 one thing. Or if you say, witness B is going to say 

4 witness A learned it because of hearsay, I mean, I'll 

5 give you the same weight and credit as an officer of the 

6 court that I would give her understanding that you're 

7 under the same obligation she is to come up with that 

8 evidence at the appropriate time because, you see, if 

9 the State tells me that they're going to put up a 

10 witness that says that a similar transaction occurred 

11 and I find that it meets the prima facie thing and you 

12 put a witness in a hearing that says something, you've 

13 still got to put that witness up at trial because if 

14 they've got a prima facie case, then you've got to tell 

15 me that that's a witness that would appear and testify, 
j 
J 

j 16 
L 

contradicting because we're talking about what the jury 
~ 
~ 

r 17 D is going to hear and what they're evaluation of the 
~ 
~ 
~ 

n 18 r 
D 

credibility and weight and credit to be given to that 
-
r 
J 19 ~ 
D testimony. And if it is uncontradicted at trial, if 
r 

r 
20 D 

n it's going to be uncontradicted at trial, that's a 
5 
J 21 ? different -- and the other thing you might want to keep 
~ 
~ 
r 22 J in mind is frankly if that's the case and if I tell you 
L 

23 that the State in my opinion has got a prima facie case 

24 of similar transaction testimony -- for similar 

25 transaction testimony as it relates, I'm not so sure but 
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that doesn't mean that it then goes in front of the jury 

and you can decide whether you want to put up witnesses 

at that time because then it becomes a credibility issue 

and all issues of credibility are jury issues. You need 

to think about that. So I need to find out if the State 

makes a prima f acie case and then you can decide what 

you want to do. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Okay. Can I place my objection 

now, Judge? 

THE COURT: Sure. 

MR. ABERNATHY: It's our position that we do not 

have to show anything. 

THE COURT: Right. 

MR. ABERNATHY: That to show character evidence, a 

similar transaction that involves character evidence 

then the State has the burden to come forth and prove by 

a preponderance of the evidence. 

THE COURT: Precisely. I haven't said anything 

different. The State has got the burden. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Well, and it is our position that 

if she's going to state in her place without putting up 

evidence, then hopefully she'll be able to carry that 

burden but then we -- I have decided that we will not 

put up evidence in this similar transaction hearing. 

THE COURT: Okay. 
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1 MR. ABERNATHY: However, we do not waive our 

2 objection to the Court's position that we do not have to 

3 have an evidentiary hearing where she needs to put up 

4 her evidence. I understand the Court's ruling and I 

5 accept it. I just wanted to state my objection on the 

6 record. 

7 THE COURT: I think it's pretty clear, the 

8 appellate decisions have said that I can allow the State 

9 to do it in that fashion and as I said off the record 

10 and I will put it on the record, if I'm told something 

11 incorrectly and I'm not telling the district attorney 

12 anything she hasn't heard a dozen times before and all 

13 her assistants every time and that is if there is a 

14 misstatement and that evidence doesn't appear, then 

15 you're entitled to a mistrial immediately. 
ci 
0 

0 16 MR. ABERNATHY: I understand, Judge, and we'll ask 
~ 

~ 
~ 

I 17 w 
for it. 

Q 
~ 
Q 

~ 18 I 
THE COURT: Now -- but I'm going to give -- once I 

w 
~ 
I 
0 19 Q hear from her, I'm going to give you the opportunity to 
w 
I 

I 20 w 
~ 

decide what you want to do about either making 
5 
0 21 ~ 

statements in your own place or putting up contradictory 
0 

~ 
I 22 0 

witnesses or how you want to handle it, I'll let you but 
L 

23 what you have just said is absolutely right. Even 

24 I 
I 

whatever I rule at this stage, when it comes out at 
I 
I 

25 

11 
II 
1! 

trial, if it does, if I let it in, you must object then 
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1 or you've waived. 

2 MR. ABERNATHY: I agree with that statement, Judge. 

3 THE COURT: So I'm agreeing with you. You're right 

4 on the· money. The State has got to prove -- got to show 

5 me evidence that if the jury believed it would prove 

6 that a similar transaction existed; this defendant did 

7 it and that it's somehow related to the offense on trial 

8 and has a relevancy to -- generally to the intent issue 

9 and is not simply introduced for purposes of proving 

10 that he's a bad guy or something like that, not general 

11 character evidence. 

12 MR. ABERNATHY: Thank you, Judge. 

13 THE COURT: Now, Ms. Colston, how long will it take 

14 you to make your presentation on the notice of intent to 

15 raise similar transaction? 
0 
0 

0 16 MS. COLSTON: Ten minutes. 
Q 
2 
~ 

rr 17 w 
THE COURT: Okay. 

Q 
~ 
Q 

w 18 rr 
MS. COLSTON: Fifteen at the most. 

w 
~ 
rr 
0 19 Q 
w 

THE COURT: All right. Well, I'm going to let the 
rr 

rr 20 w 
~ 

jury be in there and be seated for just a minute while 
5 
0 21 2 we do that. 
u 
2 
rr 22 0 

MS. COLSTON: Do we have I don't know if we have 
Q 

23 any other issues that need to be raised after the 

24 similar transaction notice. 

25 THE COURT: This is the only thing I heard. 
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MS. COLSTON: Well, it's the only thing I've heard 

but I keep hearing motions. Is there anything else, Mr. 

Abernathy, after the similar transactions that we need 

to have a hearing? 

THE COURT: Before y'all begin opening statements? 

MR. ABERNATHY: There's one other issue but I 

believe the Court will handle it during the trial but we 

can address it now --

THE COURT: What's that?. 

MR. ABERNATHY: so the Court can decide. I 

received a call from Ms. Colston Saturday about a new 

witness, Yvonne Agan, and Ms. Agan has testimony and 

I'll state in my place as to what Ms. Colston has told 

me; that she works at Bob Williams' Auto Dealership. 

MS. COLSTON: 

MR. ABERNATHY: 

MS. COLSTON: 

MR. ABERNATHY: 

Calhoun. 

MS. COLSTON: 

MR. ABERNATHY: 

What? 

Oh, I thought she worked at -

You've got two witnesses confused. 

Works out of town somewhere, 

No. 

Somewhere -- anyway. 

THE COURT: Does she even work? 

MS. COLSTON: She works at Advanced Communications 

here on 5th Avenue. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Ms. Agan has testimony that while 
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she was working somewhere 

MS. COLSTON: Do you want me to tell it, Rex? 

MR. ABERNATHY: Yeah, why don't you tell it? 

THE COURT: It might be shorter. 

MS. COLSTON: Stanley Sutton got a call on Saturday 

and there was also a voice mail message left on the 

district attorney's office's answering machine on 

Saturday, which I didn't know till today but I'd already 

talked to her come Saturday. Yvonne Agan, the girl that 

used to work for the State Patrol, now works at Advance 

Communication. You know, she -- you -- the Court knows 

her. She has a case pending and she came to your 

office, Rex, on that. But she called and she was a very 

good friend of Isaac Dawkins. Her son was a very close 

friend of Isaac Dawkins. 

She had seen Stanley at a wedding a while back and 

said, I need to talk to you but this isn't the time or 

the place. She realized the trial was starting on 

Monday and she called Stanley saying, I really need to 

tell you what I've been wanting to tell you. 

She told Stanley briefly over the phone. Stanley 

came and got me at the courthouse and I went with 

Stanley and John Harkins and I went out to Ms. Agan's 

home. And when we got there, she related the story that 

just before Christmas before Isaac was killed on January 
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the 11th, Isaac came into her driveway. He was shaking. 

He was scared to death. He had pulled his truck all the 

way around to the back of her house. He ran to the door 

and said he needed to come in. Got her to call her 

husband and ask him, are you coming home? Are you 

coming home? He was just shaking. She gave him a 

couple of Tylenol, tried to get him to calm down. He 

was pacing. 

He said, you know, that Joey Watkins, the one I've 

told you is crazy, he's been shooting at me. He said, 

Yvonne, I've just pulled down in my driveway. He said, 

I'm scared to go home. He's out there spotlighting -

they. He kept saying, they are out there spotlighting 

driveways looking for my truck. 

She said, well, I'm afraid that somebody may still 

be able to see your truck. So she went out. He was too 

afraid to go outside. She handed the keys to him. I 

mean, he handed the keys to her. She went around back, 

moved his truck further back behind the house so nobody 

could see it if they spotlighted down the driveway, put 

a blanket over the front which had some lights on the 

grill she didn't want to reflect, came back in. He sat 

down and told her that he pulled in his driveway. When 

his headlights went up, there was Joey sitting in his 

driveway at his home and he was grinning at him. 
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And he said, I put it in reverse real fast and I 

got out of there. We got -- he start~d -- they started 

chasing and following me. We got on 156 and he started 

shooting at me. I've gotten away. I can't go home. 

I'm scared to go home. He spent the night on her couch. 

They moved the Christmas tree over to the right because 

he was so afraid to go to the bedroom and sleep. He 

wanted to be able to see the driveway and there he 

stayed until six o'clock the next morning. 

That was received by us on Saturday. We returned 

to the office at 2:25. I called Mr. Abernathy at 2:30. 

I called his office in Summerville first and he wasn't 

there but I took the extra step of thinking maybe he was 

at Mr. O'Dell's office and I called him there. 

THE COURT: Now what is 

MR. ABERNATHY: Now, Judge, and I appreciate her 

straightening me out. I was thinking of another witness 

too, Ms. Sledge, but I had my facts right. I expect 

this is going to require a hearing because that's plain 

old hearsay and I'm sure she's going to claim necessity 

when we're going to have the witness take the stand and 

show an indicia of reliability as well as -- she's shown 

an unavailability in her place. 

THE COURT: Yes, I would think so. 

MR. ABERNATHY: So I didn't know if you wanted to 
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take that up at the same time? 

THE COURT: No, we'll take that up at the 

appropriate time if she intends to call the witness. 

MR. ABERNATHY: All right. 

THE COURT: All right. I convene the Rule 31.3 

hearing with regard to the State's notice of intent to 

raise similar transactions. Those items included under 

paragraph one appear to relate to incidents between the 

victim and the defendant. Those are not subject to 

notice and not subject to this hearing. 

All right. I'll ask the State which of the 

following numbered incidents you intend to proffer and 

what you would intend to prof fer in support of those 

incidents? 

MS. COLSTON: Number Four, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MS. COLSTON: In late 1998, early '99, Jeremy 

Shuler was dating Brianne Scarbrough. Brianne 

Scarbrough is the girl that was dating Isaac Dawkins, 

the victim in this case that caused that caused the 

dissention between Joey Watkins and Isaac Dawkins. 

THE COURT: What would your evidence show the 

relationship between Brianne Scarbrough and the 

defendant was? 

MS. COLSTON: They were former girlfriend and 
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boyfriend, the same as in the situation with Isaac 

Dawkins, former girlfriend and boyfriend. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MS. COLSTON: The evidence will show that Brianne 

dated Joey off and on but every time that she would 

leave him, quit dating him and start dating somebody 

else, that person would be the subject of stalking, 

harassment, threats and intimidation. 

Jeremy Shuler was one of those. He went to 

Buffalo's Restaurant to meet a friend of his. Yeah, to 

meet Adam Elrod and Adam Elrod was there with some 

relatives of his. 

He pulled up and he didn't really know Joey Watkins 

all that much and Joey Watkins pulled up next to him and 

jumped out of the car and jumped on him and said, you 

know, you're messing with the wrong girl or something to 

that effect and that -- and that the -- pulled a knife 

out and said, I ought to cut you and actually what ended 

up happening is Jeremy Shuler saying, you can have her 

Brianne. He didn't date Brianne very long after that 

because of the problem. 

Brianne Scarbrough interestingly enough was 

listening to this conversation on the cell phone. Mr. 

Watkins [sic] had his cell phone on and was talking to 

Brianne at the time that this occurred and he was 
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1 listening to that. 

2 Adam Elrod was in the restaurant. He didn't want 

3 to come out because apparently Jeremy called him and 

4 said, he's here and this is causing me a problem. Adam 

5 didn't want to come out because his uncle was drinking 

6 and he was afraid his uncle would jump in the middle of 

7 that and they left and Jeremy saw them leave. 

8 So I would expect the testimony to come from Jeremy 

9 Shuler who is the victim in that, Brianne Scarbrough and 

10 Adam Elrod and Paul Allen. 

11 Paul Allen, if I can recall, I can't I think 

12 that he might have been with -- I'm going to have to 

13 look back at my notes and I don't have -- I think Paul 

14 Allen is a -- he is a witness to this also and it seems 

15 like, I think, he was with Joey Watkins. Is that right? 
ci 
u 
ci 16 
~ 

No? I'll have to look back on that but that is the 
~ 
~ 

rr 17 w facts that I -- I expect to prove in number four. 
Q 
< 
Q 

~ 18 rr THE COURT: What other one would you intend to 
w 
~ 

IT 
0 
Q 19 w proffer? 
rr 

rr 
w 20 ~ 

MS. COLSTON: Number five, Your Honor. On 
5 
0 21 ~ Christmas Eve, 1995 Chad Redden is Brianne Scarbrough's 
u 
~ 
x 22 0 
~ 

new boyfriend. They started dating shortly after she 

23 quit dating Isaac. Now she had stopped dating Isaac 

24 prior to Isaac's death. 

25 The evidence is going to show that this harassment 
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1 was continuing even after they quit dating. Mr. Redden 

2 was at Mount Berry Square Mall with Brianne. Chad and 

3 Brianne were going through the mall and Joey Watkins 

4 showed up there. He tried to get Chad to fight him 

5 because he was dating Brianne, jumped on him, started 

6 doing his, come on, boy, come on, boy type thing. 

7 Brianne tried to intervene. Joey Watkins, she 

8 grabbed him by the back of the pants and he turned 

9 around and hit her in the ribs. 

10 That just shows again that he's picking on people 

11 that are dating Brianne Scarbrough, trying to come 

12 between them, trying to harass and intimidate and stalk 

13 those people that have the opportunity or whatever to 

14 date Brianne Scarbrough. 

15 The people that were there is Brianne, Chad Redden, 

16 her boyfriend and there's a Chad Williamson there that 

17 also saw that. Now Chad Williamson, I'm not sure 

18 whether I intend to call him as a witness. He is from 

19 out of state; he'd be glad to. But he's from out of 

20 state and I'm not certain I would call him, so it would 

21 be primarily Brianne Scarbrough and Chad Redden. And 

22 

11 23 

that was number five, Your Honor. 

And number six, early '99 or late '98, Joey Watkins 

24 I pulled a gun on Delane Roach because Delane had a date 

25 with Brianne Scarbrough. He did date Brianne Scarbrough 
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for a while. 

Joey Watkins saw Delane and Brianne at the movies 

at Mount Berry Square Mall. He laid a 30.06 rifle 

across.the hood of his vehicle and threatened to kill 

Delane. Now I have to tell the Court that Delane Roach 

is not going to say that happened. He says, he's never 

pulled a gun on me. But I'll tell you who said it did 

happen -- is that first of all you have the people who 

were there on the double date. You had -- Delane had a 

date with Brianne, which is Joey's old girlfriend. 

Now Delane said that they did have a problem. He 

will testify they did have a problem with Brianne when 

he dated Brianne but he says, to put it in his words, 

nothing more than what most teenagers do. 

The witnesses to this were -- you had Paul Allen, 

as I recall. I'm trying to remember. Oh, Chad Redden 

and Tandi Watkins were on a date, the defendant's 

sister. I don't know what she would say,but I know what 

Chad Redden is going to say. Chad is going to tell us, 

that's exactly what happened. He and Brianne both being 

in the car and saying that he pulled a 30.06 out of the 

car. He put it across the hood and pointed it at Delane 

Roach and said, I'm going to kill you. That's what he 

said. 

Adam Elrod was also there. He was with Joey 
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Watkins and he is the one that said he kept telling 

Joey, put it up, put it up, put it up; let's leave. 

Delane says he went at him with a baseball bat, 

with Joey, but he says that Joey didn't have a gun. 

THE COURT: Who had a baseball bat? 

MS. COLSTON: Delane Roach says he does -- he did. 

THE COURT: Delane had a baseball bat and went 

after Joey? 

MS. COLSTON: Yeah, he's saying 

THE COURT: And says Joey didn't have a gun? 

MS. COLSTON: Right. But Delane Roach also the 

evidence is going to show in this trial that he's talked 

to Chad Redden and told him he didn't need to be 

testifying in this case. Now that's going to be 

And also the evidence will show from a statement of 

Joey Watkins, he stated in his statement he had a 30.06 

rifle. 

Number eight, again involving Delane Roach and 

again Delane Roach is going to say he never pointed a 

gun at him. In '97 Paul Allen and Delane Roach were 

together. Delane Roach had been in an argument with 

Joey over the phone and Joey told him to come to the 

house. This is something he did with Isaac Dawkins one 

time too. He got him over to his house. 

Upon arrival at the Watkins' house Delane Roach and 
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1 Paul Allen got out of the car. They were together. 

2 Paul Allen is going to testify to this. They were met 

3 with four shots from the carport, four. And they jumped 

4 back in the car and ran. Joey Watkins told Adam Elrod 

5 that he pulled a gun on Delane Roach, shot at him and 

6 even showed him some debris in the driveway or in the 

7 street one where his taillight was broken. 

8 So the witnesses to that is Delane Roach who is 

9 going to say it didn't happen again and Paul Allen who 

10 was with Delane Roach who is going to say it did happen 

11 and Adam Elrod who is going to say it happened because 

12 Joey told me about it. 

13 Number nine, just a general Paul Allen had dated 

14 Brianne Scarbrough in the past. Now you understand 

15 those things with Delane Roach happened during the time 

16 that he was dating Brianne Scarbrough. Number nine, 

17 Paul Allen dated Brianne Scarbrough at one time. During 

18 that time he will say that Joey continually --

19 continually threatened him. 

20 The witnesses to that, of course, will be Brianne 

21 Scarbrough who heard them and Paul Allen. 

22 THE COURT: Are you on number ten now? 

23 MS. COLSTON: Yes, sir, I'm on number ten. Joey 

24 Watkins and Tim Hughes chased Chad Redden on the way to 

25 Brianne Scarbrough's grandmother's house. They swerved 

I 
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1 at him. They screamed at him. When Chad left Brianne's 

2 grandmother's home, Joey Watkins and Tim Hughes pulled 

3 up next to him on Highway 27 north and they said that 

4 they would get him; that he would end up just like Isaac 

5 Dawkins. Chad Redden was dating Brianne Scarbrough at 

6 that time. That's number ten. 

7 Number eleven -- the person who would testify to 

8 number ten, of course, would be Chad Redden, the present 

9 boyfriend of Brianne Scarbrough. 

10 Brianne Scarbrough can testify as to the general 

11 harassment that she has received for dating Isaac 

12 Dawkins and other boys and the fact that Joey Watkins 

13 has threatened each and every person she has ever dated. 

14 Two of the people he has threatened that are not 

15 discussed above are Billy Pasley and Adam Elrod. She 
j 
J 

j 16 ~ 
has dated both of those fellows in the past and he has 

~ 
~ 

r 17 D 
i 

threatened both of them. 
< 
i 

n 18 r 
D 

While dating Joey Watkins, Brianne Scarbrough was 
-
r 
) 
i 19 D 
r 

going out one night with his sister. Joey became 
r 
D 20 n 
< 

enraged; got her to come -- enticed her to come 
~ 

J 

2 21 
~ 

downstairs of the basement of his house. She got to the 
~ 
r 

22 ) 
~ 

next to the last step and he pulled a rifle and put it 

23 to her head and threatened to kill her. After that he 

21 put the gun to his own head and said he was going to 

25 kill himself. 
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The witnesses to that will be Brianne Scarbrough, 

Adam Elrod, Billy Pasley. There is also, I think, Chad 

Redden. I'm not sure. There is one other witness that 

came and brought some asthma medication. No, that's a 

different incident. Sorry. 

Twelve, September of '99: Joey Watkins started 

dating Aislinn Hogue and during that time that he was 

dating Aislinn Hogue everything was fine but after 

breaking up, he started doing the same type of thing, 

calling her, threatening her, just constantly -- same 

type of thing he did with Brianne Scarbrough. 

After they had broken up, Aislinn was out with 

another fellow and they were in Cedartown and he tried 

to pick a fight with the boy that she was with. He took 

his shirt off and came towards the car. She drove -

she got away. Some friends blocked his path in the 

parking lot there in Cedartown and she went to her 

uncle's house, her uncle being Ronnie Worthington. 

Mr. Worthington got in her car, her uncle did. Got 

in her car and then she rode home with someone else in 

another car. Mr. Worthington will testify that when -

he didn't know Joey Watkins from Adam really but when he 

was in Aislinn's car, here comes Joey Watkins who 

Aislinn had told him that's who it was behind him, 

trying to run him off the road, honking but blinking and 
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1 flashing his lights and trying to intimidate him. 

2 Skipping number thirteen, number fourteen: at the 

3 time of his arrest Joey Watkins was dating Kelly 

4 Robinson. While he was incarcerated, he found out that 

5 Kelly Robinson had a date with another man. This is 

6 going to be something that James Paul Cooley will 

7 actually be testifying about because he's the one --

8 he's an inmate at the county jail and this is part of 

9 the reliability that they went to check out some of the 

10 things he said in his statement. 

11 He said, Joey Watkins became enraged because he 

12 found out his girlfriend had a date with another guy and 

13 he struck the ball with his fist and when I get -- he 

14 said, when I get out, I'll be right back in for killing 

15 that guy. 
J 
J 

j 16 The witnesses to that are going to be Paul Cooley 
~ 

2 
~ 

I 17 ~ 
and Jimmy Jacks who went into the sheriff's office --

i 
< 
i 

n 18 I from the sheriff's office that went into the jail to 
~ 
-
~ 

J 19 i 
~ 

look and verify whether or not his hand was actually 
I 

I 
~ 20 n like that. 
< 
~ 

21 Now that was used as really just part of what the 

22 Floyd County Police looked at to determine whether the 

23 inmate in the county jail was telling them what he 

24 really knew or not, was to check on that. But I think 

25 it's also going to be something that I should give 
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1 notice of as well. 

2 Those are the ones we intend to use, Your Honor. I 

3 was going to use the ones the Court ref erred to earlier 

4 but we.went ahead and called that witness and he said he 

5 had a bunch of girls with him, Ronald Vines, but he 

6 can't say that was over a girl, so I'm withdrawing 

7 those. 

8 THE COURT: You're withdrawing two and three? 

9 MS. COLSTON: And one other, two, three, seven and 

10 thirteen. 

11 THE COURT: Who is going to speak on behalf of the 

12 defendant? 

13 MR. ABERNATHY: I'll speak, Judge. Judge, we will 

14 not be calling witnesses. 

15 THE COURT: Okay. 
) 
) 

j 16 
L 

MR. ABERNATHY: And we will reiterate our objection 
2 

[ 17 u that this has not been shown to be similar even if what 
L 
< 
L 

" 18 [ 
u 

she says is true and especially hitting the wall in the 
-
[ 
) 
L 19 c jail. 
[ 

20 Judge, if I could address them in order. 

21 THE COURT: Yes, if you would, go through them in 

22 the same numerical order. That would help me. 

23 MR. ABERNATHY: On number four, the pulling of the 

24 knife will not be over Brianne and our evidence is that 

25 Brianne was not even there where this Jeremy Shuler says 
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THE COURT: No, Ms. Colston said -- that's right. 

It was on she heard it on the cell phone, heard 

something on the cell phone. 

MR. ABERNATHY: All right. I don't know what she 

heard. 

THE COURT: That was her statement as to what the 

evidence would be. 

MR. ABERNATHY: All right. So she was not there? 

THE COURT: Right. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Our evidence will be that it was 

not about Brianne; has nothing to do with this case and 

it's mere character assassination, Judge. 

Number five: on Christmas Eve '99, I don't have any 

witnesses on that, Judge. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Again we just challenge it on our 

legal basis. 

THE COURT: Right. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Number six: our evidence will be 

again as Ms. Colston has said, Delane Roach says he 

never pulled a gun on him. 

THE COURT: Right. 

MR. ABERNATHY: I believe Tandi and other witnesses 

will testify that he did not pull a gun; that they, in 
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fact, had baseball bats and this had nothing to do with 

Brianne. As a matter of fact, it was about Chad, who 

was there with his sister. That's as to number six. 

Seven is abandoned. As to number eight where this 

again is involving Paul Allen and Delane Roach. Four 

shots fired? The evidence that we have, Judge, is that 

never happened. It's again the same witnesses, Paul 

Allen and Brianne. 

Our evidence throughout this trial is going to be 

that Brianne and these witnesses are conspiring together 

and acting. In some of their statements they impeach or 

are impeached by their own statements in transcripts, 

testimony they've given before. Pardon me, statements 

they have given to the police. 

I think number eight -- is number eight the one 

where Chad says it didn't happen on the transcript? 

MR. O'DELL: No. 

MR. ABERNATHY: As to number nine, Paul Allen, a 

general statement. Paul Allen dated Brianne over a 

course of a period of time and Joey continually 

threatened him. No facts, no evidence, just a blanket 

statement. 

Number ten: Chad Redden dating Brianne, going to 

his grandmother's. Our evidence will be, Judge, that 

this was all about Chad and Brianne tearing up a 
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1! 

notebook and coming by and stuffing it in a mailbox at 

my client's house and it had nothing to do with anyone 

dating. As a matter of fact, it was Chad and Brianne 

creating this ruckus and they drove a notebook over and 

stuck it in a mailbox. 

THE COURT: They are certainly all lovely children 

and all of this is going to 

MR. ABERNATHY: Number eleven: Joey putting his 

shotgun to his head. I expect that will be he said, she 

said and no indicia of reliability. 

Number twelve: Aislinn Hogue dating Shane Cordle. 

Judge, our evidence will be in this trial that Aislinn 

Hogue was standing behind Joey Watkins throughout this 

until the investigation started and the police went over 

there and told them that I've got evidence that Joey 

Watkins committed this murder and he didn't go fishing 

in Alabama and that's when Aislinn Hogue and her parents 

got concerned about Mr. Watkins and this trouble 

started. There was no trouble before the police got 

involved. 

And again, standing on our objection that this has 

absolutely nothing to do with this case. It's third 

party. It's got nothing to do with Brianne and got 

nothing to do with Isaac. 

Thirteen has been abandoned. Fourteen, the same 
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objection, Your Honor. It has absolutely nothing to do 

with Isaac or Brianne or this case and it's merely an 

attempt to bring in extrinsic evidence to assassinate my 

client's character, so we would certainly say the ones 

involving third parties of other girlfriends without 

Isaac or Brianne involved have nothing to do with -- one 

moment, Judge. 

My co-counsel has just reminded me, Judge, on 

number eight where Delane Roach will testify that it 

didn't happen, it also has nothing to do -- our evidence 

will show that it has nothing to do with Brianne or 

Isaac or anyone else. That's number eight. 

THE COURT: All right. Let me direct some questions 

toward the district attorney. With respect to number 

four, is it your statement in your place that there will 

be testimony from either Mr. Shuler or Ms. Scarbrough 

that Mr. Watkins indicated that he was threatening Mr. 

Shuler with a knife for the very reason that he was 

dating his, Mr. Watkins', ex-girlfriend, Brianne? 

MS. COLSTON: Absolutely. 

THE COURT: Number five, the Christmas Eve 1999 

incident -- it wasn't just Chad and Brianne at the mall 

at that point in time? It was Chad and Brianne -- Chad 

Redden and Brianne and Chad Williamson? 

MS. COLSTON: Chad Williamson just happened to be 
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1 there, Your Honor. 

2 THE COURT: Well, who was dating the defendant's· 

3 sister? 

4 MS. COLSTON: No, that's a different transaction. 

5 THE COURT: Different one? 

6 MS. COLSTON: That's a different transaction you're 

7 thinking about. That was the one with Delane Roach. 

8 THE COURT: Okay. 

9 MS. COLSTON: This one, number five, it was Brianne 

10 and Chad Redden at the mall together during Christmas 

11 shopping on Christmas Eve. Chad Williamson, a young man 

12 that knew them just happened to be by. 

13 THE COURT: Is he the one from out of state? 

14 MS. COLSTON: Yes, sir, he's the one that he just 

15 happened to be coming by and saw it. 

16 THE COURT: All right. And you say that the 

17 testimony would be that the specific -- that there is 

18 specific testimony that Mr. Watkins tied this fight to 

19 Mr. Redden dating Brianne? 

20 MS. COLSTON: It's the same pattern of conduct. 

21 Every time Brianne starts dating somebody --

22 l1 THE COURT: I know that's your argument. I'm 

23 asking if there's specific testimony? 

24 

11 
25 ii 

MS. COLSTON: They were together, he and Brianne. 

I'd have to get my statements to see exactly what was 
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said when he walked up and exactly what Joey said. I 

could make absolutely certain of that before I introduce 

it or even talk about it to the jury, which I'd be happy 

to do to make sure. I don't want to state in my place 

until I go back and look at those statements, but it was 

Chad and Brianne out on a date together. 

THE COURT: Well, you're going to have to tie it -

you've got to tie it to some claim that the assault -

that there was an assault; that it was instituted by Mr. 

Watkins and that it was done for the reason that Mr. 

Redden was dating Brianne because otherwise you run the 

risk that there --

MS. COLSTON: I understand. 

THE COURT: -- was just bad blood between them, and 

they may 

MS. COLSTON: Chad Redden and Brianne Scarbrough 

both tell me that's why it was done but --

THE COURT: Oh, I --

MS. COLSTON: I've got to ask them the specific 

question or look back in their statement: what did he 

say or do to make it indicate to you that that was it? 

And I've got to look back and see what they said when I 

asked them that question. 

THE COURT: Unless and until you tell me that you 

have 
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1 MS. COLSTON: I will look. 

2 THE COURT: -- specific evidence relating it to 

3 that, I won't even consider it. 

4 MS. COLSTON: I will just hold that one, not say 

5 anything about it until I can confirm what I'm doing. 

6 My statement the only thing I did not bring in here 

7 were my book of statements. 

8 THE COURT: All right. Number six, this is the one 

9 where Delane Roach denies that a gun was pulled and 

10 instead says he had a baseball bat going after the 

11 defendant; right? 

12 MS. COLSTON: Yes, sir. 

13 THE COURT: And Chad and Brianne again? 

14 MS. COLSTON: No, Chad was with Tandi that night. 

15 THE COURT: Chad was with the defendant's sister? 
:) 
.) 

j 16 L 
MS. COLSTON: Sister, that night. They were dating 

~ 
~ 

r: 17 jJ at that time. 
L 
~ 
L 
n 18 r: 
jJ 

THE COURT: And Chad says the defendant pulled a 
-
r: 
) 
L 19 jJ 

r: 
gun, pulled a 30.06? 

20 MS. COLSTON: Correct. 

21 THE COURT: And made a specific threat to kill 

22 De lane? 

23 MS. COLSTON: Correct. Delane was in the back seat 

24 of the car with Brianne. He and Brianne were in the 

25 back seat. 
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1 THE COURT: Okay. And was there again some 

2 evidence connecting that incident to the dating of 

3 Brianne; not some general bad blood between them but 

4 MS. COLSTON: I'm going to say -- I don't want to 

5 say it's 90 percent certainty, so again I'd like a 

6 chance to look at my transcripts to be absolutely 

7 certain before we do anything on that. 

8 THE COURT: Unless you have evidence to present to 

9 the jury that says, Mr. Watkins did this because of the 

10 dating of Brianne 

11 MS. COLSTON: Adam Elrod gave me the statement, he 

12 was with Joey. 

13 THE COURT: Right. 

14 MS. COLSTON: Let me see. I've got his statement 

15 right here. 
) 
J 

~ 16 L 
THE COURT: See, because what I run into here is 

~ 
~ 

I 17 D that it's obvious that this pack of kids is running 
L 
< 
L 
n 18 I around. 
D 
-

J 
L 19 D MS. COLSTON: Uh-huh. 
r 

20 THE COURT: Some of them not liking the others some 

21 days and liking them the next day and they --

22 MS. COLSTON: I understand that. I understand 

23 that. 

24 THE COURT: They're playing a soap opera here. 

25 MS. COLSTON: What I'm saying is I'm going to look 
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and make sure that I've got some specific statements 

that do tie them. I did not look for that before 

because it was every time this happened it was Brianne 

and somebody. 

THE COURT: I understand that. I understand that 

but the problem is that you get this before the jury 

based on Brianne, Chad or somebody else's supposition 

that the reason Joey was doing it was because Brianne 

was dating some other boy. 

MS. COLSTON: Uh-huh. 

THE COURT: And that's their conclusion unless 

you've got specific evidence where the defendant, for 

example, says, as you told me with regard to number 

four. 

MS. COLSTON: Here it is. Okay. 

THE COURT: As regard to number four, you said 

there's a specific testimony, the defendant says I'm 

doing it because of this. 

MS. COLSTON: Exactly. 

THE COURT: Now you've got to have the same thing. 

MS. COLSTON: Okay. This is Adam Elrod's statement 

that he gave to the police back when he gave his 

statement about that incident and he says: one incident 

I knew the dates. His ex-girlfriend, Brianne 

Scarbrough, went to the movies one night with Chad 
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1 Redden, Tandi Watkins and Delane Roach. She was 

2 Delane's date that night. Joey had been riding by her. 

3 Whose date? Brianne's? 

4 Yeah, Brianne's date. 

5 Okay. He'd been looking for her all night. 

6 Were you with him? 

7 Not all night. I met up with him. I was with 

8 Cortney Moore. But it goes on. He was specifically 

9 looking for Brianne Scarbrough according to his 

10 testimony -- his prior statement. 

11 Well, Brianne's statement on the incident just 

12 before that, the number five --

13 THE COURT: Right. 

14 MS. COLSTON: She said on that on the Christmas Eve 

15 of 1999 Joey came up mouthing off and yelling at Chad 
) 
) 

16 Redden, screaming at him, saying, you want to fight? you 

17 want to fight? you want to fight because, I guess, 

18 'cause he was with me. 

19 That's what she says because that's what everybody 

20 that's what he always did when she was with somebody. 

21 THE COURT: Right. 

22 MS. COLSTON: He'd come up wanting to fight, 

23 wanting to fight, wanting to fight. 

24 THE COURT: Okay. 

25 MS. COLSTON: That would be the evidence in number 
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1 five and number six. 

2 THE COURT: Okay. Number eight? 

3 MS. COLSTON: Your Honor, I'm going to withdraw 

4 that one because I do recall that the testimony about 

5 that one is that Mr. Roach denies it altogether but my 

6 witness would say that this was over a comment that Joey 

7 made to him. So I'm going to withdraw number eight. 

8 THE COURT: You withdraw eight. Okay. Number 

9 nine. 

10 MS. COLSTON: I had forgotten that. Number nine, 

11 Paul Allen dated yeah. 

12 THE COURT: Is Mr. Allen going to say why -- what 

13 Joey Watkins said to him? 

14 MS. COLSTON: Uh-huh. 

15 THE COURT: What is he going to say? 
j 
J 

j 16 
L 

MS. COLSTON: It's pretty much just the same thing 
~ 
~ 

I 17 " 
he said to everybody. And I look at Paul Allen's 

L 
~ 
L 
n 18 I statement here, he would just follow people. Anybody 
" -
I 
~ 
L 19 
" 

who was dating Brianne, he would follow them around. 
I 

20 He'd ride their bumper. He would flash their lights. 

21 He'd get out. He'd say, do you want to fight? Do you 

22 want to fight? You're dating the wrong girl. You're 

23 messing with the wrong guy, that kind of thing. It was 

24 all about that. It's statements such as that. I don't 

25 know that I can, without looking back at the statement 

I 
-51-
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1 find -- tell you exactly. Joey didn't like it when 

2 Isaac started dating Brianne. I'm sorry. That's not 

3 it. 

4 He threatened Paul because Paul was one of them 

5 that fixed up Isaac and Brianne. That was part of the 

6 reason he was mad at Paul but Paul also dated Brianne at 

7 one time and said he was about sixteen years old. There 

8 was a constant battle between he and Joey. Joey would 

9 call the house all the time threatening to whip him or 

10 set him truck on fire. 

11 One time Joey's dad showed up at the house and 

12 tried to encourage Joey and Paul just to come out to the 

13 house and fight. Paul's mother got involved at that 

14 time, threatened to call the police. But I guess --

15 that -- I guess I really cannot -- I don't have anything 
) 
J 

~ 16 stated that that's what it's over. 
L 
~ 
~ 

r 17 LJ 
THE COURT: Uh-huh. 

L 
~ 
L 
n 18 r MS. COLSTON: Paul says he knows that's what it's 
LJ 
-
r 
) 
L 19 LJ 

over; it was because he and Brianne were dating. It 
[ 

20 didn't happen unless Brianne was dating Isaac or Brianne 

21 was dating Paul. He got harassed while Brianne was 

22 dating Isaac because he fixed them up. 

23 Your Honor, if you want to study on it, I wasn't 

24 planning on mentioning it in my opening statement. 

25 THE COURT: What? any of the similar transactions? 
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1 MS. COLSTON: I'm not. I'm not planning on 

2 mentioning it because I know that you like to sometimes 

3 defer these hearings, so I didn't plan on talking about 

4 it. 

5 THE COURT: Well, that's good. My inclination is 

6 that -- I tell you what, well, if neither one of you --

7 if the State doesn't mention it in opening statement, I 

8 assume the defendant is not going to bring it up in 

9 opening statement. Is that correct? 

10 MR. ABERNATHY: That's correct, Judge. 

11 THE COURT: I would think so. 

12 MS. COLSTON: I have the case law I'd like to pass 

13 up on the dates being subsequent to the crime. 

14 THE COURT: Oh, I -- it doesn't I know that the 

15 subsequent dates doesn't matter. 

16 MS. COLSTON: I know that that was brought up up 

17 here. 

18 THE COURT: No, the dates don't matter. 

19 MS. COLSTON: I was concerned. 

20 MR. ABERNATHY: Judge, in general in response to 

21 your question --

22 THE COURT: Right. 

23 MR. ABERNATHY: about the opening statement --

24 THE COURT: Right. 

25 MR. ABERNATHY: My thoughts were to mention in the 
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opening statement that the evidence is going to be about 

things not related, in general. 

THE COURT: Right. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Talk about in general --

THE COURT: Right. 

MR. ABERNATHY: without opening the door to any 

specific act. 

THE COURT: Right. Well, she's going first. She's 

going first. 

MS. COLSTON: Talk about what? I'm sorry. Talk 

about what in general? 

MR. ABERNATHY: Just in general about your case. 

MS. COLSTON: Oh, I 

MR. ABERNATHY: Not specifically about any specific 

act. 

THE COURT: All right. What I'm going to do then 

is I'm going to take a five-minute break. 

MS. COLSTON: Oh, please, make it a little bit 

longer. 

THE COURT: All right. A five point five minute 

break. 

MS. COLSTON: Y'all had one. We didn't. Remember? 

THE COURT: That's right. Y'all didn't have one. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Judge, my client needs to use the 

restroom, please. 
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THE COURT: Well, that's what we're going to do. 

That's what the break is for. All right. Let's take a 

ten-minute recess. Opening statements -- I'll swear the 

jury, ·opening statements. I'll defer ruling on the 31.3 

motion with the understanding they're not going to be 

mentioned in opening statements. 

MR. ABERNATHY: Thank you, Judge. 

MS. COLSTON: Thank you. 

THE COURT: I want to tell you now, I've prepared 

I'm preparing -- I hope I've got prepared pads for 

the jury so that they can make notes. I'll explain to 

them that they can't take them home to work on them at 

night and that kind of thing but they're going to be 

allowed to keep notes. 

[Court reconvenes after a brief break.] 

THE COURT: All right, counsel. Is the State ready 

to proceed? 

MS. COLSTON: Yes, sir, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Is the defendant ready to proceed? 

MR. O'DELL: Yes, Your Honor. 

MS. COLSTON: We would -- we're ready to proceed, 

Your Honor, and we would ask for the rule of 

sequestration. I know that the defense would also ask 

for the rule. We would ask to except to that rule 

pursuant to law, Stanley Sutton, who is the 
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